In this paper, we investigate perturbations of linear integrable Hamiltonian systems, with the aim of establishing results in the spirit of the KAM theorem (preservation of invariant tori), the Nekhoroshev theorem (stability of the action variables for a finite but long interval of time) and Arnold diffusion (instability of the action variables). Whether the frequency of the integrable system is resonant or not, it is known that the KAM theorem does not hold true for all perturbations; when the frequency is resonant, it is the Nekhoroshev theorem which does not hold true for all perturbations. Our first result deals with the resonant case: we prove a result of instability for a generic perturbation, which implies that the KAM and the Nekhoroshev theorem do not hold true even for a generic perturbation. The case where the frequency is non-resonant is more subtle. Our second result shows that for a generic perturbation, the KAM theorem holds true. Concerning the Nekhrosohev theorem, it is known that one has stability over an exponentially long (with respect to some function of ε −1 ) interval of time, and that this cannot be improved for all perturbations. Our third result shows that for a generic perturbation, one has stability for a doubly exponentially long interval of time. The only question left unanswered is whether one has instability for a generic perturbation (necessarily after this very long interval of time).
Introduction
Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, T n := R n /Z n and B ⊆ R n an open bounded convex subset. Consider a Hamiltonian function H : T n × B → R of the form H(θ, I) = h(I) + εf (θ, I), (θ, I) = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n , I 1 , . . . , I n ) ∈ T n × B, ε ≥ 0 and its associated Hamiltonian system θ i (t) = ∂ I i H(θ(t), I(t)) = ∂ I i h(I(t)) + ε∂ I i f (θ(t), I(t)), I i (t) = −∂ θ i H(θ(t), I(t)) = −ε∂ θ i f (θ(t), I(t)) 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For ε = 0, all solutions are stable: the action variables are constant, I(t) = I 0 for all t ∈ R, hence their level sets {I(t) = I 0 } × T n define invariant tori on which the dynamics is quasiperiodic of frequency ∇h(I 0 ). A central question is whether solutions remain stable or become unstable when ε > 0, and fundamental results on this question are due to Kolmogorov, Arnold and Nekhoroshev.
In [Kol54] , Kolmogorov proved that for a non-degenerate h and for all f , the system defined by H still has many invariant tori, provided it is real-analytic and ε is small enough. What he showed is that among the set of unperturbed invariant tori, there is a subset of positive Lebesgue measure (the complement of which has a measure going to zero when ε goes to zero) who survives any sufficiently small perturbation, the tori being only slighted deformed. This result has been re-proved and extended in many ways, with important contributions of Arnold and Moser, and this is nowadays called the KAM theorem: the literature on the subject is enormous, we simply refer to [Pös01] and [Sev03] for recent surveys. A consequence of Kolmogorov's result is that for most solutions, the action variables are almost constant for all times, that is |I(t) − I 0 | √ ε, t ∈ R.
This last inequality is in fact true for all solutions if n = 2, under a different non-degeneracy condition as proved by Arnold ( [Arn63a] , [Arn63b]) with a different version of the KAM theorem. But this stability of the action variables over an infinite time is not true for all solutions if n ≥ 3. In [Arn64] , Arnold constructed an example of h (belonging to the class of nondegenerate functions to which the KAM theorem applies) and an example of f such that the system associated to H has a solution for which |I(t) − I 0 | ≥ 1, t ≥ τ (ε) > 0, for all ε > 0 sufficiently small. He then conjectured that this phenomenon holds true for a generic h and a generic f : this is usually called the Arnold diffusion conjecture, and it is one of the main open problem.
Then, in the seventies, Nekhoroshev proved ( [Nek77] , [Nek79] ) that for any n ≥ 2, for a generic h and for all f , along all solutions we have |I(t) − I(0)| ε b , |t| exp ε −a , for some positive exponents a and b, provided that ε is small enough and that the system is real-analytic. So solutions which do not lie on invariant tori are stable not for all time, but during an interval of time which is exponentially long with respect to some power of the inverse of ε. The consequence on Arnold diffusion is that the time of diffusion τ (ε) is exponentially large. The class of generic functions in the Nekhoroshev theorem is different from the class of non-degenerate functions in the KAM theorem of Kolmogorov and Arnold, but their intersection contains, respectively, the class of strictly convex and strictly quasiconvex functions. It is our purpose in this paper to investigate the fate of these theorems and conjecture in the special case where h is linear, that is h(I) = α · I := α 1 I 1 + · · · α n I n , α ∈ R n \ {0}.
But first let us give two reasons why it could be interesting to study perturbations of such linear integrable systems. The first one is obvious: locally around any point the main approximation of a non-linear integrable Hamiltonian is given by its linear part, hence perturbations of linear integrable systems describe the local dynamics of perturbations of non-linear integrable systems. The second reason is that it encompasses several interesting problems. For instance, one encounters such systems (or at least very similar systems) when studying the dynamics in the vicinity of a linearly stable (elliptic) equilibrium point, or a Lagrangian quasi-periodic invariant torus or even more generally a linearly stable isotropic reducible quasi-periodic invariant torus. These problems are of real physical interest (we refer to the work of Chirikov, see [CV89] for instance, where these systems are called "weakly" non-linear as any non-linearity has to come from the perturbation). So let us fix h linear, that is h is as in (1) with some vector α ∈ R n , and let us come to the question of whether the KAM theorem, the Nekhoroshev theorem and Arnold diffusion holds true. The first point to observe is that h, being very degenerate, does not belong to the class of integrable Hamiltonians to which the KAM or Nekhoroshev theorem applies, and Arnold's construction of unstable solutions does not directly apply in this setting. But this does not necessarily means than those results or constructions are not applicable. There are two possibilities for the vector α ∈ R n : either it is resonant, that is there exists k ∈ Z n \ {0} such that the Euclidean scalar product k · α = 0, or it is non-resonant, and the results will depend drastically on whether α is resonant or not.
So first assume α is resonant. Examples (that is, for specific perturbations) from [Mos60] and [Sev03] show, respectively, that the Nekhoroshev and the KAM theorem cannot be true for all perturbations. Yet it may be possible that they hold true for a generic perturbation. We will show here that this cannot happen. In fact, for a generic perturbation, we will show that there is a fixed open ball B * in action space such that for ε sufficiently small and for all initial action I 0 ∈ B * , one has
This will be the content of Theorem 1, to which we refer for a precise statement. Hence, in this case, one has diffusion for a generic perturbation and the conjecture of Arnold is true. The fact that the diffusion time is of order ε −1 implies that the Nekhoroshev theorem cannot hold true for a generic perturbation. Moreover, as the result is true for an open ball of initial action whose radius is fixed as ε goes to zero, the KAM theorem is also violated for a generic perturbation (we refer to the comments after Theorem 1 for a more detailed explanation). Next assume that α is non-resonant. The example of [Sev03] applies as well in this case, and the KAM theorem cannot be true for any perturbation. However, we will prove in Theorem 2 that the KAM theorem holds true for a generic perturbation. As far as the Nekhoroshev theorem is concerned, it is already known that for all perturbations and for all solutions, one has the stability estimates
where ∆ α is an increasing function encoding some arithmetic properties of the vector α. In the special case where α satisfies a Diophantine condition (that is, |k · α| |k| −τ for some τ ≥ n − 1), then ∆ α (x) x 1 1+τ and one recovers exponential estimates as in the Nekhoroshev theorem. This was proved in [Bou12] in the general case; the Diophantine case was known before, see for instance [Fas90] . In [Bou12] it is also proved that there exists a sequence of ε j -perturbation, j ∈ N, with ε j going to zero as j goes to infinity, such that
and therefore the above stability estimates cannot be improved for an arbitrary perturbation. Yet we will prove that for a generic perturbation, one has much better stability estimates: the time of stability is a double exponential, that is
This will be proved in Theorem 3. The only remaining question is therefore the following.
Question 1. Assume α is non-resonant. Can one prove the existence of unstable solutions (in the sense of Arnold) for a generic perturbation of h(I) = α · I?
Of course, one knows how to construct specific perturbation for which the system has unstable solution: this is done in [Bou12] , but also in [Dou88] where one can find "less degenerate" perturbations which however cannot be made analytic. For a generic perturbation, according to Theorem 3 the time of instability has to be doubly exponentially large, which is certainly a sign of the difficulty of the problem. As a matter of fact, this question and the Arnold diffusion conjecture are both special case of the following question.
Question 2. Consider an arbitrary integrable system defined by a function h, with n ≥ 3 degrees of freedom. Can one prove the existence of unstable solutions for a generic perturbation of h?
Arnold's original conjecture concerns generic integrable Hamiltonians, which certainly do not encompass linear integrable Hamiltonians. Yet the question makes sense for an arbitrary integrable Hamiltonian, and to the best of our knowledge, this is widely open: it is not known if one can construct an example of integrable Hamiltonian (with n ≥ 3) for which all solutions remain forever stable after a generic perturbation (if it possible, this of course would give a negative answer to the question above).
To conclude, let us just add that we believe that Question 1 is actually more difficult to the conjecture of Arnold: as it will be clear from the arguments below, when dealing with a generic perturbation of a linear (non-resonant) integrable system, one is naturally led to look at a generic perturbation of a non-linear but singular (that is, ε-dependent) integrable system, and this singular case turns out to be more complicated than the regular case.
Main results
Let us now state more precisely our results. We will assume, without loss of generality, that our vector α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ R n has unit norm, that is |α| := max
Throughout the text, we shall use | · | to denote the supremum norm for vectors in R n , but also the induced norm on tensor spaces associated to R n .
Our perturbation f ε will be assumed to depend explicitly on ε ≥ 0, but we will require the following two conditions to hold. First, we will assume that f ε is uniformly bounded (with respect to some suitable norm, as we will define below) with respect to ε, so that ε really describes the magnitude of the perturbation. Then, we will also assume that when ε goes to zero, f ε converges (for the appropriate topology) to f 0 = f . The various generic conditions will be imposed on f , and they will continue to hold for f ε for all ε small enough, uniformly in ε.
Resonant case
Our first result deals with a resonant frequency vector α ∈ R n . It is no restriction to assume
The perturbation f ε : T n × B → R will be assumed to be only sufficiently smooth. More precisely, given an integer k ≥ 3, we assume that f ε belongs to C k (T n ×B), which is the space of k-times differentiable functions on T n × B whose differentials up to order k extend by continuity to T n ×B, whereB is the closure of B. This is a Banach space with the norm
To introduce our generic condition on the perturbation, let us decompose
Let us further definef =f 0 . Our condition is then:
(G1) There exists I * ∈ B such that the functionf * :
is linear, bounded, surjective and hence open, it is easy to check that the subset of functions f satisfying (G1) is both open and dense (in an appropriate topology; for instance it is open in C 0 topology and dense in C k topology, and even in higher regularity when f is more regular). Eventually, let us consider
Before stating our first result, we need to introduce the following notation: given a positive constant ζ, we define
where B(I, ζ) is the ball of radius ζ around I. We can now state our first theorem.
Theorem 1. Let H be as in (H res ), with f satisfying (G1) and
Then there exist positive constants ε 0 , c 1 and c 2 and an open ball B * ⊂ B − c 1 which depend on h and f but not on ε such that if 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , for any initial action I 0 ∈ B * , there exists a solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H with I(0) = I 0 such that
This is a result of (fast) instability for a generic perturbation, in the case where the frequency is resonant. As the time of instability is linear with respect to ε −1 , this result also implies the failure of Nekhoroshev type estimates for a generic perturbation. Finally, observe that unstable solutions cover, in action space, an open ball which is independent of ε: the set of invariant tori, if any, cannot converge to a set of full measure of invariant unperturbed tori, and therefore the KAM theorem cannot hold true for a generic perturbation.
Note that our condition (G1) is of local nature, and so is our Theorem 1. A global condition can be formulated as below:
It is not hard to prove (for instance, using a transversality argument) that this condition (G1 ′ ) is still satisfied for an open and dense set of functions f . Here's our global statement. Theorem 1'. Let H be as in (H res ), with f satisfying (G1 ′ ) and
Then there exist positive constants ε 0 , c 1 and c 2 which depend on h and f but not on ε such that if 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , for any initial action I 0 ∈ B − c 1 , there exists a solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H with I(0) = I 0 such that
The proof of Theorem 1' will be just a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1.
Non-resonant case
Our next results deal with a non-resonant frequency α ∈ R n . Let us define the functions Ψ α by
The vector α is said to be (γ, τ )-Diophantine for some γ > 0 and
1+τ . The perturbation f ε : T n × B → R will be assumed, for simplicity, to be real-analytic but this can be weakened (see the comments after Theorem 2 and Theorem 3). Given two parameters r > 0 and s > 0, let us define the complex neighborhoods
and for simplicity, let us denote
Our assumption is that f ε extends to a bounded holomorphic function on V s,r , and let us define |f ε | s,r := sup (θ,I)∈Vs,r |f ε (θ, I)|.
Let us now define the (full) average of f ε , that we still denote byf ε , by settinḡ
As before, letf =f 0 and we consider the following condition:
(G2) There exists I * ∈ B such that the Hessian matrix ∇ 2f (I * ) is non-singular.
The set of functions f which satisfy (G2) is obviously open and dense. We are finally led to consider the following Hamiltonian:
We can now state our second result.
Theorem 2. Let H be as in (H nonres ), with f satisfying (G2) and
Then there exist positive constantε 0 c,c,C and an open ball B * ⊂ B which depend only on h and f but not on ε, such that if 0 < ε ≤ε 0 , there exists a set K ε ⊂ T n × B * , which consists of real-analytic Lagrangian quasi-periodic tori invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of H. Moreover, we have the measure estimate
where Leb denotes Lebesgue measure.
The conclusions of this statement are similar to those of the classical KAM theorem (see for instance [Pös82] or [Pös01] ): the proof will actually consist of using the condition (G2) on the perturbation to remove the degeneracy on the integrable part.
Observe that the measure estimate of the complement of the set of invariant tori depends on α, as it is exponentially small with respect to ∆ α (ε −1 ); when α is (γ, τ )-Diophantine, the estimate is of order exp −(γ/ε) 1 1+τ . The analyticity assumption is in fact not necessary; one may assume that the system is only Gevrey regular (see [Pop04] ) or sufficiently smooth. In those cases, the statement is essentially the same, with the obvious modifications (concerning the regularity of each torus and the measure estimate) so we will not pursue this further.
Observe also, as before, that our condition (G2) is local, so Theorem 2 only applies to some (possibly very small) open ball B * . To have a global statement, one can consider the following condition:
(G2 ′ ) ∇f :B → R n is a diffeomorphism onto its image.
Notice, however, that this condition (G2 ′ ) is no longer generic (one has the same issue for the classical KAM theorem on a fixed domain). Under such a condition, we have the following global statement. Theorem 2'. Let H be as in (H nonres ), with f satisfying (G2 ′ ) and
Then there exist positive constantε 0 c,c andC which depend only on h and f but not on ε, such that if 0 < ε ≤ε 0 , there exists a set K ε ⊂ T n × B, which consists of real-analytic Lagrangian quasi-periodic tori invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of H. Moreover, we have the measure estimate
As before, the proof of Theorem 2' will be easily obtained from the proof of Theorem 2.
To state our last result, we need to introduce several notations and a definition. Given an integer m ≥ 2, let us denote by P (n, m) the space of polynomials with real coefficients of degree m in n variables, and P 2 (n, m) ⊂ P (n, m) the subspace of polynomials with vanishing homogeneous terms of degree zero and one. The following definition was introduced in [BFN15b] , following the work of Nekhoroshev ([Nek73] ). Definition 1. Given positive constants ρ, C and δ, a polynomial P 0 ∈ P 2 (n, m) is called (ρ, C, δ)-stably steep if for any P ∈ P 2 (n, m) such that |P − P 0 | < ρ, any integer l ∈ [1, n − 1], and any vector subspace Λ ⊆ R n of dimension l, letting P Λ be the restriction of P to Λ, the inequality max holds true for all 0 < ζ ≤ δ. A polynomial P 0 ∈ P 2 (n, m) is called stably steep if it is (ρ, C, δ)-stably steep for some positive constants ρ, C and δ.
Recall that the average perturbationf ε : B → R was defined in (2), and thatf =f 0 . Given I ∈ B and m ≥ 2, we let T m 2f (I) ∈ P 2 (n, m) be the polynomial obtained by selecting the homogeneous terms of degree at least 2 and at most m from the Taylor expansion off at I. Formally, we have
Let us further define m n := [n 2 /2 + 2], where [ · ] denotes the integer part, so that we can finally state the condition we shall require onf :
(G3) There exists I * ∈ B and an integer m ≥ m n such that the polynomial T m 2f (I * ) ∈ P 2 (n, m) is stably steep.
It was proved in [BFN15b] (using arguments from [Nek73] ) that the set of stably steep polynomials is, for m ≥ m n , generic in the sense that its complement is a closed semialegebraic subset of positive codimension. The set of functions f which satisfy (G3) is therefore open and dense. We can now state our third result. Then there exist positive constantε 0 , c,c,C and an open ball B * ⊂ B which depend only on h and f but not on ε, such that if 0 < ε ≤ε 0 , for any I 0 ∈ B * and any solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H with I(0) = I 0 , we have
Exactly as in Theorem 2, the real-analyticity assumption is not necessary and can be weakened: if H is only assumed to be α-Gevrey smooth, for α ≥ 1, then one obtains the following estimates:
which generalizes the estimates of Theorem 3 (as the case α = 1 corresponds to real-analytic Hamiltonians). Once again, we can have a global statement under the following global condition:
(G3 ′ ) There exists an integer m ≥ m n such that for all I ∈B, the polynomial T m 2f (I) ∈ P 2 (n, m) is stably steep.
As we already said, the set of stably steep polynomials with m ≥ m n has a complement with positive codimension, but more is true: when m is arbitrary large, the codimension of the complement gets arbitrary large. Using a transversality argument, one can then infer that condition (G3 ′ ) is still satisfied for an open and dense set of functions f . Here's our global statement. Theorem 3'. Let H be as in (H nonres ), with f satisfying (G3 ′ ) and
Then there exist positive constantε 0 , c,c andC which depend only on h and f but not on ε, such that if 0 < ε ≤ε 0 , for any solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H with
we have
Again, the proof of Theorem 3' will be the same as the proof of Theorem 3.
Applications
The techniques used to prove Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 have been already used in the study of the dynamics in a neighborhood of an invariant quasi-periodic torus. In this case, the Hamiltonian is a small perturbation of a linear integrable Hamiltonian system, so our results are in principle applicable; however, the perturbation being quite specific, our generic conditions (G1), (G2) or (G3) cannot be always satisfied. To be more precise, one considers here a Hamiltonian of the form
where U is an open neighborhood of the origin in R n , A : T n → Sym(n, R) is a map taking values in the space of real symmetric matrices of size n, and R(θ, I) = O 3 (I) is of order at least 3 in I. The set T α := T n × {I = 0} is invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of H, it is a Lagrangian quasi-periodic torus with frequency α. On the domain T n × B ε , where B ε is the ε-ball around the origin in R n , the Hamiltonian in ( * ) is easily seen to be equivalent to
and this Hamiltonian H ′ is of the form (H res ) or (H nonres ) (depending whether α is resonant or not, and on the regularity of H) with
It is not hard to see that Theorem 1 cannot be used in a neighborhood of a resonant invariant quasi-periodic torus to prove topological instability, as (G1) do not hold at I * = 0. Yet under different generic conditions and using techniques similar to those that will be used to prove Theorem 1, one can still prove that generically such a torus possesses some weaker instability properties, as shown in [Bou15] . Concerning Theorem 2, the situation is much better as it is directly applicable: the condition (G2) amounts to say that the matrix A 0 := T n A(θ)dθ is non-singular. Hence one can show that a non-resonant invariant quasi-periodic torus is always KAM stable, without requiring any Diophantine condition on the frequency vector. This application has already been worked out in [Bou14] .
Finally, Theorem 3 is not sufficient to prove that generically, a non-resonant invariant quasi-periodic torus is doubly exponentially stable. Indeed, in this case f = f 0 is a quadratic function of I and therefore (G3) cannot be checked. The result does apply if (G3) is replaced by the following stronger condition: (G4) There exists I * such that the restriction of ∇ 2f (I * ) to the orthogonal complement of α ∈ R n is sign-definite.
Theorem 3 do apply if (G3) is replaced by (G4), and its proof can be greatly simplified in this case (this is because, for ε small enough, (G4) implies thatf ε is quasi-convex in a neighborhood of I * , while (G4) implies thatf ε is steep in a neighborhood of I * , a much more general condition that will be recalled in §6). However, this condition (G4) is no longer generic. Using Theorem 3 (with the condition (G3) replaced by (G4)), we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Let H be as in ( * ), assume that H is real-analytic, α is non-resonant and A 0 is sign-definite when restricted to the orthogonal complement of α ∈ R n . Then there exist positive constants c andc such that for ε > 0 small enough and for any solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H with |I(0)| ≤ ε, we have
This last result gives a slight generalization of a result of Morbidelli and Giorgilli (see [MG95] ), in which the above statement is proved assuming α to be Diophantine; note that their proof do not extend to an arbitrary non-resonant vector α as they use Birkhoff normal forms, which in general do not exist unless α is Diophantine. On the other hand, assuming α to be Diophantine (and using Birkhoff normal forms), it is proved in [BFN15a] that generically, the invariant torus is doubly exponentially stable (an analogous result, in the context of elliptic equilibrium points, is contained in [BFN15b] ). We do not know if this last result can be obtained without the assumption that α is Diophantine.
Normal forms
The main ingredients to prove Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are normal form results that will be recalled in this section.
First we assume that α ∈ R n is resonant, more precisely α
We can also define Ψα by
The proposition below will be used to prove Theorem 1.
Proposition 1. Let H be as in (H res ).
Then there exist constants c := c(n), C := C(n, k) and µ 0 := µ 0 (n, k) such that if
then, setting B ′ = B − Cµα(ε), there exist a symplectic embedding Φ :
This statement is a special case of Theorem 1.1 in [Bou13b] , to which we refer for a proof.
In the case where α ∈ R n is non-resonant and the Hamiltonian is real-analytic, we have the following proposition, which will be used to prove both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Proposition 2. Let H be as in (H nonres ). Then there exist constants c := c(n), c ′ := c ′ (n, s), C := C(n, s, r) and µ 0 := µ 0 (n, s, r) such that if
then there exist a real-analytic symplectic embedding Φ : V s/2,r/2 → V s,r such that
with the estimates
As before, this statement is a special case of Theorem 1.1 in [Bou13a], to which we refer for a proof.
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 1'
The proof of Theorem 1 will follow easily from Proposition 1, using arguments similar to those used in [BK14] and [BK15] .
Proposition 1 provides us with a (symplectic, close to the identity) change of coordinates which reveals that the dominant part of the Hamiltonian is given by h + εf ε , wheref ε is the (partial) average of f ε . The system associated to this dominant part is no longer integrable, because of the condition (G1) it has unstable solutions and an elementary argument will show that the same is true for the system associated to H.
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that we are considering H as in (H res ), with f satisfying (G1), which is the existence of I * ∈ B andθ * ∈ T d such that ∂θf (θ * , I * ) = 0. Recall also that
From (G1), we have |∂θf * (θ * )| = |∂θf (θ * , I * )| := 3ζ > 0.
Hence, by (7), for ε small enough with respect to ζ, we have
If we let B ζ (I * ) be the ball of radius ζ around I * , for all I ∈ B ζ (I * ) this last inequality gives
Up to taking ζ smaller with respect to the distance of I * to ∂B =B \ B, we may assume that B ζ (I * ) is contained in B, and then taking ε smaller, we may assume that B ζ (I * ) is contained in B ′ = B − Cµα(ε). From now on, to simplify notations, when convenient we will suppress all constants depending on n, k, ζ and the function ∆α by using the symbols , and ∼. We start by assuming ε 1 so that (3) is satisfied and Proposition 1 can be applied. Let H • Φ be the Hamiltonian in formal form, which is defined on T n × B ′ , and has the form
Consider the solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated to H • Φ withθ(0) =θ * ∈ T d ,θ(0) ∈ T n−d arbitrary and I(0) ∈ B ζ (I * ). It satisfies the following system of equation:
Using the fact thatf ε has unit norm and the estimates (4) on f + ε , we obtain from the first, third and fourth equation of (8) that, for t ≤ τ ∼ ε −1 and ε 1,
These inequalities, together with (4) and our choices ofθ(0) =θ * and
But then using again the third equation of (8), one has
and so
This proves the theorem for H • Φ, but the statement for H is then obvious. Indeed, recall that Φ is symplectic, so that if (θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated to H • Φ, then (θ(t),Ĩ(t)) := Φ(θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated to H. Moreover, Φ is close to the identity as expressed in (4), so that in particular the image of T n × B ζ (I * ) by Φ contains T n × B * , where B * is some open ball in B. Consider an arbitrary solution (θ(t),Ĩ(t)) withĨ(0) ∈ B * , then the corresponding solution (θ(t), I(t)) has I(0) ∈ B ζ (I * ), and therefore by the preceding,
and using the estimate (4) on Φ, we have, for ε small enough,
This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1'. Now we are assuming that f satisfies (G1 ′ ), that is for all I ∈B, there existsθ =θ(I) ∈ T d such that ∂θf (θ, I) = 0. We are also assuming
Given any I ∈B, there exist a positive constant ζ I and an open neighborhood U (I) of I in B such that for any I ′ ∈ U (I), we have
for someθ =θ(I) ∈ T d . The sets U (I), for I ∈B, forms an open cover ofB from which one can extract a finite open cover. Hence there exists ζ > 0 such that for all I ∈B, we have |∂θf (θ, I)| ≥ ζ for someθ =θ(I) ∈ T d . Using (10), for ε sufficiently small with respect to ζ, we obtain
Once we have obtained a uniform constant, the rest of the proof is now similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 2'
The proof of Theorem 2 will follow easily from Proposition 2 and a version of the classical KAM theorem that we will recall below. Indeed, as before, Proposition 2 provides us with a (symplectic, close to the identity) change of coordinates which shows that the dominant part of the Hamiltonian is given by h + εf ε + εg ε , wheref ε is the (full) average of f ε . The system associated to this dominant part is now integrable, and because of the condition (G2), the system associated to h + εf ε is non-degenerate in the sense of Kolmogorov, and so is the system associated to h + εf ε + εg ε as εg ε can be considered as an (integrable) perturbation. One has to be careful because the non-degeneracy is ε-dependent; yet we will see that this causes no problem.
Let us now recall the statement of the classical KAM theorem. Consider a domain D ⊂ R n , two positive constants ̺ and σ and a Hamiltonian H real-analytic on V σ T n × V ̺ D of the form
For any I ∈ V ̺ D, the Hessian ∇ 2 H 0 (I) is assumed to be non-singular and moreover, we assume the existence of a constant M > 0 such that
We can now state a version of the classical KAM theorem.
Theorem 5 (KAM). Let H be as in (H), with H 0 satisfying (11). Assume moreover that ∇H 0 is a diffeomorphism of V ̺ D onto its image. Then there exist constants ν 0 > 0 and E > 0, which depend only on n, σ, ̺ and M , such that if
there exists a set K ν ⊂ T n × D which consists of real-analytic Lagrangian quasi-periodic tori invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of H. Moreover, we have the measure estimate
This is exactly the content of Theorem A in [Pös82] , to which we refer for a proof. We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that we are considering H as in (H nonres ), with f satisfying (G2), which is the existence of I * ∈ B such that ∇ 2f (I * ) is non-singular. Recall also that
From (G2) we know that there exists a positive constant M > 0 such that
Then, because of (12), for ε sufficiently small with respect to M , we obtain
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we will now suppress all constants depending on n, s, r, M , the distance of I * to ∂B =B \ B and the function ∆ α by using the symbols , and ∼. First, we assume that ε 1 so that µ α (ε) ≤ µ 0 and Proposition 2 applies. Let us first prove the statement for the HamiltonianH := H • Φ in normal form. To prove such a statement, let us consider the rescaled HamiltonianH ε := ε −1H , that is
that we can writeH
so that using the estimate (6) on g ε and Cauchy estimates, we obtain
For ε 1, using this last estimate, and the inequality (13), we obtain
Hence there exists ζ ∼ 1 such that ∇ 2 H 0 (I) is non-singular for all I ∈ B ζ (I * ). Restricting ζ if necessary, we may assume that ∇ 2 H 0 (I) is non-singular for all I ∈ V ̺ B ζ (I * ), for some 0 < ̺ ≤ r/2, with the estimates
Moreover, by a further restriction of ζ if necessary, ∇H 0 can be assumed to be a diffeomorphism of V ̺ B ζ (I * ) onto its image. Now we set σ = s/2, and the estimate (6) on f + ε yields
Assuming again ε 1 so that ν α (ε) ≤ ν 0 , we can apply Theorem 5 with D = B ζ (I * ) and ν = ν α (ε): there exists a set K να(ε) ⊂ T n × B ζ (I * ) which consists of real-analytic Lagrangian quasi-periodic tori invariant by the Hamiltonian flow ofH ε . Moreover, we have the measure estimate
withc = c ′ /2. Now observe that the Hamiltonian flow ofH ε differs from the Hamiltonian flow ofH by a constant time change: more precisely, (θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated toH ε if and only if (θ(ε −1 t), I(ε −1 t)) is a solution of the system associated toH. Hence K να(ε) ⊂ T n × B ζ (I * ) is still invariant by the Hamiltonian flow ofH. To conclude, let K ε := Φ −1 (K να(ε) ) and set B * = B ζ/2 (I * ). Using the estimate (6) on Φ, for ε 1 one can ensure that K ε ⊂ T n × B * . Moreover, since Φ is real-analytic and symplectic, then K ε ⊂ T n × B * consists of real-analytic Lagrangian quasi-periodic tori invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of H. Moreover, using again the estimate (6) on Φ, for ε 1 the Jacobian of Φ can be made arbitrarily close to one, and since
we eventually obtain
Proof of Theorem 2'. Now we are assuming that f satisfies (G2 ′ ), that is ∇f :B → R n is a diffeomorphism onto its image, and
Given any I ∈B, there exist a positive constant M I and an open neighborhood U (I) of I in B such that for any I ′ ∈ U (I), we have
As in the proof of Theorem 1', by a compactness argument one can find a positive constant M such that for all I ∈B,
Using (14), for ε sufficiently small with respect to M , we get
Having obtained a uniform constant, the rest of the proof is now similar to the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 3'
The proof of Theorem 3 will follow from Proposition 2 and a version of the classical Nekhoroshev theorem that we will recall below. Once again, Proposition 2 gives us a (symplectic, close to the identity) change of coordinates which shows that the dominant part of the Hamiltonian, which is given by h + εf ε + εg ε , is integrable. Using the condition (G3), we will show that the system associated to h + εf ε is generic in the sense of Nekhoroshev, and so is the system associated to h + εf ε + εg ε . Here also, we will have to show that the ε-dependence of the integrable part is not an obstacle.
The Nekhoroshev theorem requires a condition of steepness on the integrable part of the Hamiltonian, so we first recall this definition.
Definition 2. A differentiable function h : B → R is steep on a domain B ′ ⊆ B if there exist positive constants C ′ , δ ′ , p l , for any integer l ∈ [1, n − 1], and κ such that for all I ∈ B ′ , we have |∇h(I)| ≥ κ and, for all integer l ∈ [1, n − 1], for all vector space Λ ∈ R n of dimension l, letting λ = I + Λ the associated affine subspace passing through I and h λ the restriction of h to λ, the inequality
Next we need to make a link between this definition of steep function and the definition of stably steep polynomials (Definition 1 in Section 2): a function whose Taylor expansion at some point is stably steep is steep on some neighborhood of this point. Here's a precise statement.
Proposition 3. Let h : Bζ(I * ) → R be a function of class C m 0 +1 such that |∇h(I * )| ≥ ̟ > 0 and such that T m I * h is (ρ, C, δ)-stably steep. Then for ζ > 0 sufficiently small with respect tō ζ, |h| C m 0 +1 (Bζ ) , ρ, ̟, m 0 , C and δ, the function h is (κ, C ′ , δ ′ , m − 1)-steep on B ζ (I * ) with κ = ̟/2, C ′ = C/2, δ ′ = ζ.
For a proof, we refer to Theorem 2.2 in [BFN15b] or Proposition 3.2 in [BFN15a] . We can eventually state the theorem of Nekhoroshev ([Nek77] , [Nek79] ). To do this, we consider again a real-analytic Hamiltonian H as in (H), that is H(θ, I) = H 0 (I) + H 1 (θ, I), (θ,
where D is some domain in R n and σ and ̺ are positive constants. The integrable Hamiltonian will be assumed to be a steep function on D, and its Hessian will be assumed to be uniformly bounded on V ̺ D, that is there exists a positive constant M such that for all I ∈ V ̺ D,
Here's the statement.
and
Assuming again ε 1 so that ν α (ε) ≤ ν 0 , we can eventually apply Theorem 6 with D = B ζ (I * ) and ν = ν α (ε) and we obtain the following statement: for any solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated toH ε with I(0) ∈ B ζ (I * ) − ν α (ε) b , we have |I(t) − I(0)| ≤ ν α (ε) b /2, |t| ≤ ν α (ε) −1 exp ν α (ε) −a .
For ε 1, observe that we can assume that B ζ (I * ) − ν α (ε) b contains B ζ/2 (I * ), hence the estimate above applies for any I(0) ∈ B ζ/2 (I * ). Now let us recall that (θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated toH ε if and only if (θ(ε −1 t), I(ε −1 t)) is a solution of the system associated toH. Hence for any solution (θ(t), I(t)) of the system associated toH with I(0) ∈ B ζ/2 (I * ), we have
Recalling the definition of ν α (ε), for ε sufficiently small this inequality can be arranged to give |I(t) − I(0)| ≤ ν α (ε) b /2, |t| ≤ ε −1 exp exp −cµ α (ε)
withc ∼ c ′ . Coming back to the original Hamiltonian H, as Φ is symplectic, (θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated to H • Φ if and only if (θ(t),Ĩ(t)) := Φ(θ(t), I(t)) is a solution of the system associated to H. Since Φ is closed to the identity as expressed in (6), the image of T n × B ζ/2 (I * ) contains T n × B * for some open ball B * contained in B. Consider an arbitrary solution (θ(t),Ĩ(t)) withĨ(0) ∈ B * , then the corresponding solution (θ(t), I(t)) has I(0) ∈ B ζ/2 (I * ), and therefore This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3'. Now we are assuming that f satisfies (G3 ′ ), that is there exists an integer m ≥ m n such that for all I ∈B, the polynomial T m 2f (I) ∈ P 2 (n, m) is stably steep. We are also assuming lim ε→0 |f ε −f | C m (B) = 0.
As in the proofs of Theorem 1' and Theorem 2', since the set of stably steep polynomials is open, by a compactness argument one can find positive constants ρ, C and δ such that for all I ∈B, the polynomial T m 2f (I) ∈ P 2 (n, m) is (2ρ, C, δ)-stably steep. Then, using (17), for ε sufficiently small with respect to δ, for all I ∈B the polynomial T m 2f ε (I) ∈ P 2 (n, m) is (ρ, C, δ)-stably steep. As before, once we have obtained uniform constants, the rest of the proof is now similar to the proof of Theorem 3.
